Metabolic profiling of Escherichia coli cultivations: evaluation of extraction and metabolite analysis procedures.
The quantitative estimation of intracellular metabolite concentrations (metabolic profiling) is a prerequisite for a better understanding of biological processes and thus inevitable for the rational improvement of microbial production strains and process design. Since pool sizes of substrates regulate flux through different enzymes, the accurate determination of intracellular metabolite concentrations is necessary to understand in vivo reaction kinetics. Quantification of intracellular concentrations of glycolytic intermediates in Escherichia coli K12 was achieved by using a novel in situ rapid sampling and quenching procedure. A new extraction procedure using buffered hot water was established. By use of simultaneous multi-substrate feeding with various ratios of glucose, fructose and acetate during continuous cultivations several metabolic states were induced. Metabolic flux analysis and the newly developed metabolic profiling procedure were used to determine in vivo enzyme kinetics as exemplified for fructose 1,6-bisphosphate aldolase and citrate synthase.